
STANDARD
PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS BEHAVIOURS

SELF AWARENESS MANAGEMENT OF SELF DECISION MAKING TAKES RESPONSIBILITY INCLUSIVE AGILE PROFESSIONALISM

BRIEF 
DESCRIPTION 

(TAKEN FROM THE 
STANDARD”)

Able to reflect on own 
performance, working style and 

its impact on others. 

Able to create a personal 
development plan. Use of time 
management and prioritisation 

techniques. 

Able to undertake critical 
analysis and evaluation to 

support decision making Use of 
effective problem solving 

techniques 

Drive to achieve in all aspects of 
work. Demonstrates resilience 

and  
accountability.

Open, approachable, authentic, 
and able to build trust with 

others. Seeks the views of others 
and values diversity. 

Flexible to the needs of the 
organisation. Is creative, 

innovative and enterprising when 
seeking solutions to business 

needs.

Sets an example, and is fair, 
consistent and impartial. Open 

and honest. Operates within 
organisational values.

FC CONTENT

STANDARD
INTERPERSONAL EXCELLENCE ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE

LEADING PEOPLE MANAGING PEOPLE BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS COMMUNICATION OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT PROJECT MANAGEMENT FINANCE

BRIEF 
DESCRIPTION 

(TAKEN FROM THE 
STANDARD”)

Able to communicate 
organisational vision and goals 

and how these to apply to 
teams. 

Able to manage talent and 
performance. Develop, build and 

motivate teams by identifying 
their strengths and enabling 

development within the 
workplace.

Able to build trust, and use 
effective negotiation and 

influencing skills and manage 
conflict. 

Able to communicate effectively 
(verbal, non-verbal, written, 

digital) and be flexible in 
communication style. Able to 

chair meetings and present using 
a range of media. 

Able to input into strategic 
planning and create plans in line 
with organisational objectives. 

Plan, organise and manage 
resources to deliver required 

outcomes. Monitor progress, and 
identify risk and their mitigation. 

Able to use relevant project 
management tools. 

Able to monitor budgets and 
provide reports, and consider 

financial implications of 
decisions and adjust approach 

and recommendations 
accordingly. 

FC CONTENT

Level 5 Operations/Department Manager
STAGE 1 - Content Alignment to Standard Titles
This apprenticeship programme will develop leadership capability and identify future talent. It is aimed at those leaders who will support the implementation of the vision and culture and 
drive long-term business growth. 

The modules can be delivered over a highly engaging and interactive virtual platform to provide leaders with the knowledge, skills and behaviours required to be successful. The world has 
provided an opportunity to deliver with greater flexibility allowing the programme to be completed in anything between 12-18 months, depending on experience.  

UNDERSTANDING  
BUSINESS 

FUNDEMENTALSLeading Effective
MeetingsTM

Writing for ResultsTM
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